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W e l a m e to this Spring edition of th
Bulletin, which m e a as the GaUery team
settle back to their core business, d&t on a
spectacularly increased s&, Visimr n u ~ l z k n
have been Ear begond .our expectations - over
llO,WO in the first eight week,and feedback
h been hugely famumble. It is hard to b e h e
P little m r e P b twelve d
s ago the h
s
ofthe old Gdkry shut for the h dme,and we were mmfrledy
&used on the find conservation and packing of w r l a in
pepatation for relocaticsn,
In t& isxue, as the Bulktin resumes its role as a r.eccprd of
mes and a h u m h r current issues
me popular famres. 'My Faverxrie'
wit41 wor&fimmrus csickeser Sir Ilihafd! H& tallsmg:
a b u t b a hell-Smith's evocatim S;l[awkirrs; and we cmtinue
to record the growth of our permanent solleaions wirh 'Rocem
Aquisitians'.
Two new p e r m e m fc;rtlzres augment the Bdetin. Em
r
overview of CLUreM and forthcoming enhiibitiotk at
che Edery, you will find the 'Exhibitions Prcrgrmmi on the
inide cwer, while 'Noteworthy' wiU ksep p u upto-date an
important news relating to the Gallery.
Ovlr 'ArdSpeak' article is by Darcy Nicholas, a leading
contemporary Miiori artist and General Manager sf C d t u d
S&as in Porirura Ciq Darcy has exhibited i n t e r n a t i o d ~
and held s number d s e n k arts positions. We appreciate
patey his time a d generosity in providing this f i n a t i n g
and in.eendy personal art& on ttrdiriend md conr;empo+q
M k r i art h r the Bulletin.
Continuing with the theme of Mbri and Pacific

in the h,
and Patsyr P a p e from the Canberra School of Art
reviews this remarkable coktion of prints. Also covered in
this issne are Len L p m exhibition ofworks ant ofMm
Z e u s most: inwenrive artises - and the visually stunning
Peter Sisden: X a n d s q e . We intewiew Nigel Bwr~oflon hi3
dramatic exhibition Iheb-d'~ Csde, and we rake a quick
lo& ar Seea, the exhibition of works by smmIspr &d
studcnu fiwn around Ctneerhry, and our Cr&gh b n
BrmingAwad 2003, which is a selection of halists for the
most prestigious biennial drawing prize in New Z e d d .
Finally, the news of Robert Erwin's death on 8July, &a
bngandcourageousbade with cancer, was received wit41great
sadmess, I am grateful to G m t Banbury for his ming'vdd to
the first President of the Friends - a generous supporter and
benefictor afthe Gallery, whose flair and irrepressible wit will
long be r e m k e d .

-

P. Pwthany Preston
DIRECTOR

+

Favnurite
Sir Richard Hadlee

Hawkins 1933 Rata Lovell-Srnith.Oil on canvas/board.Collectionof the ChristchurchArt Gallery,purchased 1981.
Reproduced courtesy of J. 8. Lovell-Smith

O n the first of August 2003, I had
a day to forget, yet a rather memorable
one. I had been in Tauranga the
previous evening and I was trying to fly
home to Christchurch. When I arrived
in Wellington, I was advised that
Christchurch airport was closed due to
fog, I decided to fly to Blenheim and then catch the T r a m
Scenic coastal train, a new experience for me.
With five hours on the train, it was apeaceful, reflective
and relaxing time, listening to music and watching the
countryside passing by. I was the only the passenger in
the carriage.
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I enjoyed the breath-taking views of the Kaikoura
coastline with the snow-capped peaks of the mountain
ranges, as the train meandered on itsjourney. I thoroughly
enjoyed experiencing the other sights from the train that
are not normally seen when traveling by road,
T h e painting of Hawkins by Rata Lovell-Smith, which
depicts a small settlement near Darfield, south-west of
Christchurch, reminded me of some similar vistas in parts
of North Canterbury that still exist today and which I
passed through on the train.
I like the painting because of its simple lines, the boldness
of colours and the warmth the artist has shown. It captures
the stillness of time in an ever-changing world.

'Aficionados' is a new art
appreciation course for secondary
school students aged I 4 t o 18 years,
which explores art works throughout
the Gallery.The next course starts
on 6 November, and runs over four
sessions after school hours.
Course fees for both 'Insight' and 'Aficionados'
are $60. Enrolments are essential, and are open
until 31 October (unless booked out beforehand),
To enrol on either course or for further
information, please call (03) 941 7342.

I Art Worksho~s
Two Artworkshops for children are
offered by the Gallery in September
and November.

The Story of Bluebeard's Castle
Saturday, 27 September, 2.00 pm
Children aged 7 to 12 will enjoy the
gripping story of Duke Bluebeard's
Castle and its seven secret doors.
Children will then draw their own
'Bluebeard doorway'.

New Holiday Quiz

Cocoon Style Evening Coat c. 1910. Silkvelvet
evening coat by Worth, France.
Collection of The Kyoto Costume Institute.
Photo by Kazumi Kurigami

The latest search and discovery
Holiday Quiz is called 'Visit Our
Animals', and focuses on animals
featured in the collections.The Quiz
is for family groups and children
aged 5 to 14 years, and is available
daily from 22 September to 5 October.
The Quiz is free and no booking
is required.

Japonism in Fashion
12 December sees this glamorous
exhibition open in its only South
Island venue. Christchurch won
the rare opportunity to host this
spectacular range of Japaneseinspired dresses by some of the
world's greatest designers -from
the legendary House ofworth in
the 'belle Bpoque' to the exquisite
styles of Gucci, Dior, Gaultier and
much more.The exhibition, the first
of its kind in the world t o take an
historical look at Japonism in
fashion, has already travelled to
Paris, Los Angeles and NewYork
to rave reviews.

Art Appreciation Courses
Following on the success of the
'Eye Spy' art programmes, the
Gallery is pleased to announce its
next adult art appreciation course for
beginners called 'Insight8.This course
studies selected works from the
Gallery's permanent collections,
exploring the wider aspects of
portraiture, landscape painting and
abstraction. 'Insight' involves four
two-hour sessions over four
successive Saturday mornings for
twelve participants, and starts on
1 November.

Grass 1961 Len Lye. Stainless steel on laminated
wood base with motor, 223 x 158 x 425 cm.Courtesy
of the Len Lye Foundation

Making it Move
Saturday, 8 November, 1.30 pm
In association with the Len Lye
exhibition, this workshop for children
aged 7 t o 12 involves the construction
of a simple kinetic model.
Hill Leopards 1932 Arthur Wade. Oil on canvas.
Collection of theChristchurchArt Gallery, presented
by the Canterbury Society of Arts

New Sculpture
-

Regular visitors to the Gallery will
have noticed the installation of a
sculpture under the grand staircase.
Constructed of welded steel, the
highly finished, architectonic,
abstract forms of Moraine (1967)
by Canterbury sculptorTomTaylor
(19251994) were inspired by boulders
shaped by glaciation. From 1968 until
2000 Moraine was in the collection of
Canterbury artistWilliam A. Sutton,
and was part of his very generous
bequest t o the Gallery. After having
been out of doors for more than
thirty years, considerable
conservation was required to restore
it to its present condition.

A charge of $3 applies for each workshop,and
prior booking is essential on (03) 941 7342.

A new Acoustiguide@audio tour
is available for 'The Story of
Canterbury Art1.Thetour focuses
on the permanent collections, and is
available in English, Japanese and
Mandarin for $2.50.

Montana Wednesday
Evenings
Wednesday evenings are a great time
to visit the Gallery. Open until 9.00
pm, visitors are invited to browse
the exhibition spaces or enjoy a
stimulating programme of events at
6.00 pm sponsored by MontanaWines,
including lectures, floortalks, films
and theatrical performances. See the
Coming Events pages for details of
what's on.

The
Changing
Face o f
Maori Art

ichollas traces a line
f ram his anlcestorsto the
Maori artists of tad

My ancestors put me here and I acknowledge that, but my destiny, and
the destiny of every person, is to live in the future. I see myself as a
traveller and a collector of knowledge.You see, life is like a jigsaw
puzzle: you have to keep looking for the pieces. As you find each piece,
the picture becomes clearer.
I was raised in a small rural area in a very historical
part of this country c d e d Waitara, It's an interesting
place because it has a dominating ancestral mountain
called Taranaki, which gave rise to the Kahui Maunga
people from whom I descend. Kahui Maunga were here
from the beginning; their genealogy can be traced through
the major mountains in this country as they tended to
travel that route and live in proximity to the mountains
- natural landmarks when travelling through the dense
bush. In my case, the Kahui Maunga married with the
Awanui people and became known as te tini o Awanui, and
my part of that tribal base became known as T e Atiawa,
the people of the heavens. My ancestors were of Kahui Ao
and Kahui Maunga. The history of the Ao people can be
traced throughout the Pacific to parts of Southern Asia;
they are ancient occupants of this land.
If s interesting when you read and contemplate Miiori
culture, you realise that we are a collection of many ancient
cultureswith similaritiesthat span the Pacific and beyond.

In order to understand the nature of M ~ o rart
i you need
to cast yourself free of any comparisons to the world of
today and release yourself from your preconceived state
of mind. Listen, imagine, feel. Become the moon, the
sun and the clouds. Float on the breeze, slide down the
rainbow and journey through the mountains, rivers and
seas. Walk in the forest, listen to the birds and you might
arrive. Our ancestors walk parallel pathways between the
physical and the spiritual. Miiori art in all aspects evolved
from this vision.

Traditional Maori art is the bridge between two worlds
Our ancestral house is shaped like a large lizard. The
visionary head stares into the future; the front legs, like the
young, are keen to move forward; the backbone conrainsthe
segments of esoteric knowledge; the ribs transfer knowledge
to the new generation of leaders; the hind legs hold fast to
tradition, a symbol of the parent and protectors of what
has been before; and the tail stores and preserves ancient
knowledge and experience.

Above: Emerging generations 2002 Darq Nicholas.Acrylic on paper.Courtesy of the artist
Facing page: Rerehiko 2003 Rachel Rakena (still). Digitallvideo installation.Courtesyof the artist

Traditional carvers and weavers were the bridge between
the physical and the spiritual. They were specially chosen
and given the knowledge, so that the connections between
the ancestral world and the physical world of today were
secure. Often carvers and weavers were generations of
the same families who fully understood not only their
own family lines of genealogy, but also all aspects of their
relationship with the greater universe around them.
It was this same close relationship and understandingof
the natural world that enabled us to travel in small canoes
across vast stretches of ocean, guided by our intimate
knowledge of the bird migrations, position of the stars,
seasonal winds, ocean currents and patterns of the waves.
Our common link is the sea and our historical connections
through our knowledge of the natural world.
As a child I would play for long periods outside until
late into the evening. It was hard for our parents to get
us inside so we could get enough sleep. One of the little
tricks to get us in would be to tell us 'the kehua's will get
you'. I would run so fast to get to the safety of home my
feet wouldn't touch the ground.
I never really knew what the kehua looked like. I have
never seen it, and it has never harmed me, However, a short
while ago I decided I would create it for future generations
to see. I believe if you become the creator of the ghosts
that haunted you as a child, you become their master. I
created the kehua mask out of wood. Frowning eyes, a
ghost-like white face and blue facial tattoo (moko) marks
around the eyes and mouth, a really small scary face on
the forehead, and lips that came out &om the face shaped
like a vacuum cleaner, ready to suck you up if you didn't
run fast enough. Its later development will be the abiiity
to fly and transform itself into other images, melt through
thick walls and to become invisible.

Contemporary Maori art is the art created today by people
of Maori ancestry
If you are not of Miiori ancestry then the art you create
can never be contemporary MHori art, it can only derive
from it. In the same way, contemporary Miiori art that
does not have an attachment to the world of the MHori
is merely contemporary art created by someone who has
MHori ancestry. That has as much validity as art created
by any peoples of the world.
Miiori artists should be able to reach out beyond
their own culture and create art that will have relevance
anywhere in the world. They should never be burdened
with staying in the confines of their own culture. There
are no boundaries to the creative soul. As practitioners we
appropriate knowledge, materials, techniques and concepts
from artists of the world. W e live a global existence and
are inspired to create art constantly by other peoples and
happenings around the world.

Lell: Eternal Warrior 2003 D a q Nicholas. Painted wood cawing.Courtesy of
the artist

Right: Kehua 2003 Darcy Nicholas. Painted wood cawing.Courtesyof the artist

The descendents of my ancestors
I can never be my ancestor and he could never be me.
Yet I am he and he is me. W e walk parallel lines, and he
can be both my strength and my weakness if I ignore the
changing world around me.
My generation was the generation who drifted from
the rural areas into the cities. W e intermarried in large
numbers and created the new generations of urban
Miiori. If our children have any problems it comes from
my generation who insist that they should live by certain
codes of behaviour before they can truly be Miiori. You
must speak the language, you should know Miiori songs,
kapa haka would be an advantage, have a university degree,
and work for someone else.
The born-again Miiori movement evolved from the
Miiori urban cultures of the 60s and 70s. You could tell
the members by the size of their bone carvings. W e used
to wear them to confirm a strong Miiori stance but at the
same time as a form of creative competition as to who could
do the finest. Miiori bone carving
- has now reached a level of
excellence that is international,Two of the great
exponents
of bone carving at the time were Selwyn Muru, who I
consider probably our finest contemporary MHori artist if
only for his knowledge and diverse output, and Paratene
Matchitt, one of our finest contemporary sculptors,
Matchitt and Clifford Whiting constantly challenged
their elders with new innovations such as the use of
chainsaws, routers, new materials and contemporary
concepts. At one stage they were challenged by elders
and with a touch of humour filled their aprons with
stones and dropped these at the feet of the elders. 'You
make these into sharp tools like ours and we will carve
your house." Miiori humour is rife on the Marae and this
is where Miiori can reach into their soul and become who
they want to be.
I feel strongly for our young artists. Many have
been raised in the urban environment without the same
access to tradition that people of my generation and the
generation before me had. Regardless, they are a vital part

of our changing culture and have as much right to stake
their claim as anyone, They are born into a new world
and their thinking and view of life is different to previous
generations of Miiori. They belong to the urban global
communityand the new age of rapidly changingtechnology
and global communications, and their forms of expression
will reflect that.

A MBori person is someone who is part of the Maori
ancestral line
In my youth, we could recognise a Miiori person
because they were brown-skinned with black hair, brown
eyes, a stocky or solid build, and were probably a cousin
or from an identifiable tribal family. With intermarriage
and urbanisation it is not so easy. Today, a Miiori might
be tall with blond hair, blue eyes, a slim build and live in
New York, London, Paris, Hong Kong or Wellington.
In their bloodlines they carry the many cultures of the
world. The mixed blood and modern living has changed
us forever.
Mgon are lefi to redefine themselves, set their own vision
and plan their own pathway. However, because we are such
a diverse race, a united Miiori leadershipdoes not exist and
probably will never exist again. W e often fool ourselves
that this will emerge through tribal structures but we have
changed too much and there can be no going backwards.
Tribal structures should focus more on becoming houses
of learning, places where we access tribal history, family
genealogy, ritual, protocols, language nests, with much of
the knowledge housed on databases that can be accessed
from around the world.
Intermarriage, global living, modern communication
and the power of the public media means that we will
always be in an increasing state of change. What is left
of our culture is now partly preserved through the power
of the written word, through new technology, and the
information that is in the many ancestral houses around
the country and in the museums and art galleries. The
fully carved ancestral house is a powerful symbol of living
Miiori culture, as is the tangi or funeral ritual. However,
both the ancestral houses and the t a ~ gor
i funeral rituals
have already changed dramatically. Ancestral houses are
pan tribal, built in a modern style with modern facilities,
and the tangi or funeral is in the main Christian and Mbri.
That is not necessarily a bad thing, it just happens to be.

So, as creative artists where does this leave us?
Art is one of those mysterious things that when creared
and defined changes its shape and becomes something
else. Minute by minute, we are constantly exposed to and
stimulated by visual images, sound, new and old knowledge
and a wide range of experiences. New dreamerswill dream
new dreams and new art forms will be created.
What the creative artist has is the ability to tap into
the forgotten memories of childhood. So we draw on
childhood memories to make life larger and more dramatic,

and form a partnership with the adult knowledge to put
those memories into something tangible and exciting that
we might call art.
The creative artist is inspired by the wide range of
other cultural viewpoints and knowledge that is available
in abundance.Just as the great New Zealand artist Gordon
Walters was able to take Miiori images to another level
of high international art, so contemporary Miiori artists
are able to be inspired by other artists and cultures to do
the same.

An evolving global style
The world our ancestorslived in, in fact the world our
parents lived in, is so different to what we see today that
they could not have imagined it in their wildest dreams.
Diversity of knowledge, arts, tradition and ideas is the food
from which great ages of civilisation grow. W e can learn
from each other so that within the walls of Miiori art we
have a style evolving that is global but has its own depth
and validity. It will continuallychange and evolve as more
and more of our artists travel and live internationally.
W e cannot control the creative energy and ideas of
future generations, but we can add to its substance. The
quality of what will happen in the future is based on the
knowledge we have today. In Miiori culture, knowledge was
the most valued treasure of all. Knowledge gave you vision,
and vision enabled you to plan and build your future,
If our knowledge is only of ourselves, then our vision
is only of ourselves. If Msori are to have a future, or in
fact if peoples of the world are to have a future, we must
develop an understanding of each other. W e must accept
each other's presence, we must accept that each ofus comes
from an ancestral depth of cultural evolution, we must
accept that we can learn from each other, and we must
develop a vision that gives us the strength to walk into
the future. Together.

Darcy Nicholas is one $ N e w Zealandi leading Mdori artists
and General Manager $Cultural Services in Porirua City. This
article contains excerptsfrom a keynote speecb he presented at the
7tb International Symposium ofthe Pacific Arts Association in
Cbristchurch (23-26June, 2003).

The National Gallery of Australia in collaboration with Cairns Regional Art Gallery
brings together a remarkable collection of prints touring throughout New Zealand
and Australia, Patsy Payne visited the exhibition and found it full of vigour and a
persistent patterning which brings outsiders to re-think visual language.

F m s y Pdge Matala iSiale 19W Patrice Kai&il&de.Cdowr woodcut on t a p c l o t h
GoFdon DarlingPus&rd;rrianPtmt fund 2000. Nationd CaLery d Awtrdia

Michel worked at Cairns TAFE in 1998, initiating a
collaboration with Torres Strait Islands and Cairns region
students. A canoe of many passengers is a large woodcut
printed on canvas and stretched over a
frame. The image explores the difference
or clash between sea and land people, in the
region of Cairns. The central canoe form
contains a patchwork of images by Torres
Strait students and the land is represented
by images of flyingfoxes, plants, kangaroos,
cassowary and scorpions that surround the
boat. The land contains the sea in this print,
perhaps revealing the tension as cultures rub
against each other in transition.
It is interesting to note that the prints
from Papua New Guinea are from a
period between 1969 and 1983. There are
two prints by Timothy Akis, Masalai man
(Spirit man) and Tupela marit kros long palai
( A married couplefighting, with a lizard), that
are singularly powerful images, Both these
pictures are of figures that float or writhe on
the white paper. The figures are conceived
as insect-like, part animal, part human forms
that on careful observation are created from
intricatepatterned marks akin to the woven
texture of baskets. These figures uneasily
occupy the space of the pages as some sort
of metamorphosis occurs. The artist reveals
a strong feeling for the relationship between
the negative space of the page and the tense
activity of the figures.
There are a number of images by
Mathias Kuage, of which Helicopter, T b e
first missionary, Tupela wokabaut (Two go for
a walk) and Meme bilong mi ( M y goat) stand
out. Two go for a walk and M y goat are the
earliest images in the exhibition. They are
raw and direct. The images, patterned
human animal forms, are solidly printed
onto the page - with the certainty of an
artist who has found the medium to suit his
ideas.They are hewn from wood in the manner of sculpture.
Helicopter is a colour screenprint that suggests the surprise of
first sighting a person emerging from a machine, the machine
as carrier of the human spirit. Kuage's works are simple, the
pattern and form are integrated to create meaning.
There are a number of prints by Tiwi artists in the
exhibition. Jean Baptist Apuatami made two prints in
1999. Kulama and ParliniJilamara. These etchings are linear
geometric images that have a softness in the quality of line,
a delicate tracing of structures and patterns demarcating
zones and grids. Perhaps these patterns reflect the pattern
and shape of the land. The soft marks operate as a reflection
of a relationship that is organic and fluid. It seems to be a

relationship of owning by knowing, being on the ground in
the climate within the landscape.
Works by Pedro Wonaearnirri and Maryanne Mungatopi
strike me with a sorrow as I consider the
meaning implicit in their two relatively
large-scale etchings produced in 2000.
These two artists visited a museum
collection in Adelaide in order to see Tiwi
artefacts that are part of an ethnographic
collection. These two pictures catalogue
objects that are displaced and removed
from their original site of meaning. T h e
poignancy in these prints is in the struggle
of these artists to find meaning and
relevance in the museum context.
Finally I will speak briefly of the three
lithographs that John Pule produced in
collaboration with Marion Maguire.
They are Pokia, Pulenoa (without consent)
and Tokolonga efaoa in loto ne misi. These
prints for me are like a puzzle. There are
patterns and structures, and references to
the artist's psyche and his physical life. The
references are both foreign and familiar to
me. The images depict a shadow world in
n and I can both go diving
which ~ o h Pule
for memory and for meaning. T h e flow
offigures, pattern, symbols,structures, all
the things in his life and in his head speak
across cultural boundaries.
It is inJohn Pule's prints that I canbegm
to gain an understanding of the complexityof
the connections,layersand interconnections
between patterning, language, tradition and
identity. This understanding derives &om
the connection his work makes to my life,
experience, memories and my intuition.

Patsy Payne is bead $be Printmedia and Drawing
Worksbop, Canberra Scbool ofArt.
"The 8lacklWhile Conll~ct'lnWally Caruana (Ed)Wmdows on the
0reamiog.Canberra NGA Ellsyd Press, 1 9 8 9 . ~ 1 4 .

Islands in the Sun: Prints by Indigenous artists of Australia and the Australasian
regIon,a National Gallery of AustraliaTravelling Exhibition in collaboration with
Cairns Regional Gallery, is proudly supported by Australian Air Express, and is in
the W.A. SuHon and Ravenscar Galleries, ground floor, 31 October lo 1 February.
This article was first published in Arl Monlhly Australia, #lM,
June 2001.
Related Events
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Lecture, October 29,6.00 pm.
Roger Butler, Senior Curator, Australian Prints & Drawings at
the National Gallery of Australia. Venue: Philip Carter Family
Auditorium, gound floor.
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Performance, November 5,6.00 pm.
Pacific Island music and dance. For full details please check our
November Monthly Programme booklet.
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Lecture, November 12,6.00 pm.
Karen Stevenson will speak on'pacific Prinrmaking Techniques1.
Venue: Philip Carter Family Auditorium, ground floor.

senis a rare opportunity
e first-hand the work
Zeallac~d'smost
inventive artikts.

Peter Siddell: Landscape
Peter Siddell has captivated
viewers' imaginations since the
1970s with realist landscapes
rendered in meticulous detail.
Landscape reveals a remarkable
series of paintings that will linger
in the memory.

"Many of my paintings are based on
childhood memories, or perhaps a
dream that never existed!' PETERSIDDELL
Peter Siddell: Landscape, an exhibition of twenty
paintings, depicts scenes of New Zealand from Northland
to Fiordland and is a departure from his earlier work that
predominantly focussed on deserted cityscapes - composite
scenes of Auckland villas, streets and roads.
A self-taught painter, Siddell was born in Auckland in
1935 and has been a full-time artist for more than thirty
years. From childhood he took an interest in art, but it was
not until he reached his thirties that he decided to paint,
having previously been an electrician and primary school
teacher. H e has identified Rita Angus as an early mentor,
and indeed his carefully rendered canvases evoke Angus's
crisp attention to detail and her ordered compositions of
landscapes and buildings.
Childhood memories, their fleetingpresence and diji
vu effect on our lives, have informed the artist's choice
of subject matter throughout his career. As a newspaper
delivery boy he would often wonder about the lives of
people who lived in houses on the streets he travelledin the
early winter mornings. His recollections of places visited.

seen and experienced have also informed this recent series
of landscapes, Returning to regions in New Zedand after
many years, Siddell began to look at the familiar through
new eyes. Drawing on his early love of mountaineering, of
both climbing and studying mountains and looking down
upon the geography k r below him, Siddelt embarked upon
Landscape, a series ofpaintings that are the nearest he has
come to 'visual accuracy'.

Siddell's vistas evoke a stillness that
lingers in the memory
Siddell's panoramas and vistas evoke a stillness and
expansiveness that linger in the memory and lie somewhere
between dream and reality, the actual and invented. While
historicallandscapes such as those by Nicholas Chevalier,
Charles Heaphy and Eugkne von GuCrard depict sublime
views of New Zealand, Siddell's classic choices of subject
matter, such as Milford Sound and Wakatipu, are
contemporary interpretations yet are still linked to a long
lineage of the artistic landscape tradition. Siddell's vision
of mountain scenes stems from a cerebral, imaginative
response, as if an intercession between what is observed
and the impression that follows. This sensory approach
evokes a suggestion of frozen time - devoid of figures or
narrative in order to retain an uncanny stillness associaeed
with the super-real style of painting.

painting is an exercise in controlled
disappointment
Siddell's techniquecovers a wide range of compositional
tricks. Unconventional linear perspective allows the artist
freedom to intuitively manipulate the ropography to his
requirements, Starting with black and white sketches of a
scene, he then creates larger compositional sketches before
drawing fieehand onto canvas. Recently Siddell has been
using computer technology - a digital drawing tablet in the
early compositional stages. This allows him the freedom
to change and alter images before committing the idea to
canvas. Siddell has said of his working process, "painting
is an exercise in controlled disappointment", as often the
original idea changes dramatically with each brush stroke,
SiddeUssearch for the perfect painting keeps him motivated
to capture "the one that got away". The fleetingyer haunting
nature of memory that infbrms his practice, however, will
undoubtedly leave the viewer with a lasting impression of
Peter Siddell's New Zealand Landscape,

Above: Glacler 1996 Peter Siddell.Oil on c a m , 90 x 36 cm.
Private mlleaion,Aucldand

Facino page: Northern Estuary 2002 Peter Sidddl oil on canvas, 76 x 152 cm.
Private collectlon,Au&nd

Peter Slddell: Landscape is inTouring Gallery 6, ground floor, from 10 October to
16 Novembar.This exhibition is organised and toured by Artis Gallery,Auckland.

Related Events
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Lecture, October 226.00 pm. Peter
Siddell will discuss the works in his exhibition. Philip Carter Family
Auditorium, ground floor.

Bluebeard's Castle
Local artist Nigel Buxton talks to the Bulletin's Sarah Pepperle about his
dramatic new exhibition, and his ongoing fascination with the operatic score.
Inspired by Bela Bartok's 1918 opera Bluebeardi Castle,
a musical retelling of the grisly 1697 fairytale by Charles
Perrault and a pessimistic allegory of our illusions about
those we love, Nigel Buxton's exhibition of the same name
captures the high drama of a bloody tale and a sumptuous
opera.
T h e librettist, Bela Balazs, diverged from the original
tale of one forbidden door, and wrote the opera around
seven enormous doors in the vast, dim hall of Duke
Bluebeard's castle. Told as a parable of the inner self, the
drama centres around Bluebeard's new wife, Judith, and
her inquisitive, perhaps insecure, passion to bring light to
the gloomy castle by throwing open the seven doors and
learning the secrets of her new husband. T h e enigmatic
Bluebeard reluctantly gives her the keys, and one by one
the doors are opened on chambers grim with blood and
sorrow, and his dark soul is laid bare.

Symbolism and meaning is rife in Bartok's opera.
Your interpretation is almost provocative in its
lack of a definitive literal construal -was this
your intention?

I was at pains not to make it literal. You have this
wonderful looking and sounding music and magnificent
drama with high
- emotion, and1 didn't want to add anything
obvious - it was all there. It will require a certain amount
of acceptance from the audience. They will have to take
it with a certain amount of trust, if you like. T h e closest
I got to anything literal was in Treasure Chamber with the
little gold dots. T h e music here sounds very tinkly, there's
a triangle playing where Bartok reproduces the sound of
metal, of coins falling. He's making a sound picture of
it, so I represented that by making a visual picture of his
sound picture.

mmma*......mmmm.*.a

Wuebeard9sCastle' is a bleak and gruesome
fairytale. What was it about Bartok's opera that
inspired this series of paintings?

When I first heard the opera, I was gripped by the
music and Balazs' interpretation. T h e imagery is so rich,
and the subject matter holds so much potential. After
reading the stage directions it was immediately apparent
that there were paintings here - a series bound together
by a theme. What intrigued me was the structure of the
opera with its seven doors, each one revealing a facet of
Bluebeard's character. I knew there were going to be seven
paintings, but I decided to add two more -Prologue andEnd
- to fully flesh out Bartok's and Balazs' idea of conceiving
the opera in an arc with the drama beginning and ending
in darkness.
Bartok9sstage directions are specific in terms of
colour and light.To what extent did you keep to
the structure of the opera?

It was all written down: each door openedand a specific
light issued forth, which gave you somethingto structure the
idea around. Of course there is room for interpretation. For
example, when it says the treasure chamber door opens and
golden-yellow light issues forth you have a whole range of
golds and yellows you can play with. For Tveasure Chamber
I found inspiration from Rembrandt's landscapes. They
have this rather strange, stormy, unearthly yellow light,
which suited the mood of this piece very well.

Above: Treasure Chamber 2000-01 Nigel Buxton (detail). Oil on gesso.
Collection of the artist

Facing page: Torture Chamber 2000-01 Nigel Buxton (detail).Oil on gesso.
Collection of the artist

and observational way, a very European approach, which
has a drama all of its own. But I wanted access to a broader
range of subject matter, of human emotion, if you like.
You've spoken earlier about the absurdity of
opera as amplified human drama. Does this
appeal to you as an artist?

It was the playwright andlibrettistStuart Hoar who first
brought this to my attention. A tenor or soprano bellowing
away on stage immediately objectifies the complete
artificiality of the whole thing. It's a very interesting point
because in a way you no longer have to make people try to
believe. Opera is pure drama - it's clearly theatre, clearly
false. But it's nevertheless accessing a vast range of human
emotions which is made almost more emotive because it
is sung. I wouldn't make this series of paintings based on
a novel or a film - it's the sheer artificiality of opera that
appeals to me, and allows me to attempt to paint those
operatic ideas.
So what3 next?

Above: Chamber of the Farmer Wives 2000-01 Nigel Buxton. Oil on gesso.
Collection of the artist

Your use of oils and glazes,as well as thick, rich
colours, could be seen as linkingthis series to
the time the fairytale was first told.Was this
intentional?

I think the paintings are contemporary to look at, but
the lights and darks give a sense of Old Master-ish styles
- there's a lot of chiaroscuro. Using glazes is also a pretty
old-fashioned way of painting, washes of colours and such.
It seemed to suit what I was trying to depict - layers of
colours and layers of meaning hanging on the structure of
the music. I suppose, too, the dark nature of the tale and the
idea of light flooding a gloomy gothic hall brings to mind
those types of works. They do sit in that style to a degree;
that's possibly because I was brought up in England and
every weekend I'd go to the National Gallery in London
and look at the paintings, particularly those from northern
Europe which tend to be dark and dramatic.
Since 1997 much of your work has dealt with
your interest in music.What Is it about the
musical score that so fascinates you?

I remember listeningto Wozzeck by Alban Berg - the first
piece of music I drew and a sensationally dramatic work;
I got the score from the library, enlarged it and pinned it
to the wall, and I drew the music as I would have drawn
a still life, T h e score itself was fascinating to look at, like
graffiti or hieroglyphic. It was dearly a whole language, little
of which I understood, and very precise in terms of what
the sounds would be and through that what the drama
was going to be, how it was going to come across. Prior to
working with music I was drawing still lifes in an empirical

At the moment I'm working on some paintings that are
based on a series of songs by Benjamin Britten composed
around various poems. The poems of course access an
emotion or idea and the music adds to it, so it's like a small
opera, I've also been studying recent works by composers
like Philip Glass and the Chinese composer Tan Dun.
I've managed to get hold of the scores for their works and,
especially in the case of Philip Glass who is a 'minimalist'
composer, the music is sparse on the page and consequently
less interesting to look at. This could be problematic or
alternatively challenging because I will be forced down
different paths. This has already happened with some
drawings I've done based on John Adams' music. They
are about the music but with not a musical note in sight.

Nigel Buxton bas been a practicing artistjor more than twenty
years. He lives and works in Cbristcburch.
Bluebeard's Castle is in the W.A. Sutton Gallery, ground floor, until 1 9 October.

A catalogue is avadable from the Gallery Shop.

Related Events
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Floortak, September 17,6.00 pm.
Artist Nigel Buxton will discuss his work. Venue: Philip Carter
Family Auditorium, ground floor.
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Performance, September 24,
6.00 pm. In association with canterbury Opera, enjoy a recording
of Bartok's opera Bluebeard's Castle. Venue: Philip Carter Family
Auditorium, ground floor.
Children's Art Workshop, September 27,2.00 pm.'The Story of
Bluebeard's Castle' for children aged 7 to 12 years. See the Coming
Events pages for more details.

Twenty secondary schooh f i ~ m
around Canterbury
exhibiebn of student
are i&hg part in Seqn, the
work t t ~
k h e l d at the now Chi-iscchurch An: Gallery.A

bf~nrrid
tvdtit, thk &bition showcases the creativity and
hiv-&shy of the region's young artists, and is testament
to $he increasing emphasis on excellence in the arts in
N w Zkaland schools, Art in the secondary curriculum
m&vcirs to explore rhe language of art, teach appropriate
art technology and skils, investigateartist models and place
art in its cultural context.
Seen continues the Gallery's tradition of exhibiting
the works of Canterbury schools' primary and secondary
students, and presentingad valuing their work in the same
way as that of the professional adult artist. The exhibition
is intended to promote the ongoinggrowth of a strongand
varied artistic community.
The works for Seen express the visions and reflections
ofCanterburyyouth to locallandforms,history, institutions
and ways of life - or more subjectivevalues, like their hopes
and aspirati.ons, Artists today can express themselves in
many d l r e n t ways and so the works in this exhibition
utilise a variety of media, from traditional forms such
as painting, sculpture and printmaking, to the latest arr
technologies includingphotography, electronic and digid
media and film.
Seen is a show focused on the students' own time and
place and provides viewers with a glimpse of the world
through young eyes. Consistently popular in previous
years, it is an exhibition that will delight, surprise and
encourage.

Seen is in Tourlna Gallery A, around floor, fmm 10 October to 16 November.
abwe: (An entry m seen) Kahukura and ths Falries BOOSAW B dm
ChristchunhClrl's Hi&
- School Electrical wire, raffia arrd cwdboard.Courtesy of
the artist

"I have always seen drawing not as the exercise of a
particular skill, but above alI as a means of expression
of ultimate feelings and states of mind:' HENRIMATISSE
The art of drawing has long been perceived as
somehow less than other classical art form, little more
than a preliminary sketch or preparatory study limited to
shades of blackand grey, However, it was during the High
Renaissance that wealthp collectors began acquiriq the
sketches and drawings of exceptional artists, mcognising
that these works on paper were not just sipificant in
understanding the creative process, but had vdue chat
went beyond this. As a result, the art of drawing has
grown in status. The variety of works on paper collected
in galleries and museums around the world is great, and
includes graphite, pen and ink,crayon, charcoal, chalk,
pastel and watercolour.
The Crdeigh Barton Drawing Awardis one of New
Zealand's most prestigious drawing competitions,
Establishedh 1993to r e q a k e exceilence in drawing and
to raise its status within arts education and practice, the
awards are made possible through the legacy of Canterbury
watercolonrk Cranleigh Barton (1890-1975), and are
bp the Gallery, the CanterburyMuseum
j~ifitl~presented
and Guardian Trust, with the support of The Drawing
Room. The CranleigbBarton DrawingAwad Exhibition
displays selected drawings from this year's competition.

The Cranleigh Bartonkward Exhibition is in Touring Gallelpr A, ground floor,
from 5 September to 16 November.

Refated Events
Montana Wednesday Evenings: Floortak,September 10.6.00 pm.
Peter Vangioni, Cumtor of Work on Paper, wil! discuss the Award.
Venue: Touring Gdery A, ground floor.
Montana Wednesday Evenings:Larure, October 15,6JO pm.
Simon Ogden, Senior Lectum at Ah
te School of Fine A m
University of Canterbuy will speak on 'Drawingas Reseudi.
Venue Philip Carcer Family Auditorium, ground Roar.

The Creation of the Melbourne Collections

Carter Group Art Lecture Series

Ken Hall attended the annual Carter Lecture and found
that generosity and insight contributed to the creation of
the finest collection of international art in the southern
hemisphere,
Generosity is a human quality that carries a life of
its own. Abundant evidence of this was given to a full
audience in the Philip Carter Family Auditorium by D r
Gerard Vaughan, Director of the National Gallery of
Victoria, speaking on 'The Creation of the Melbourne
Collections'. Dr Vaughan began his illustrated lecture
with a portrayal of late nineteenth-century Melbourne, a
city confidently riding upon the wealth of Victoria's gold
fields, its ambitious scale and bustle credibly brought to life
through such images as Tom Roberts' Burke Street (1880s).
Early acquisitions by the N G V seemed to reflect the city's
boldness of spirit - an example in 1891being the Gallery's
purchase in London 0fJ.W. Waterhouse's Ulysses and the
Sirens (1891), a startling and significant work described by
D r Vaughan as 'the sensation of the Royal Academy'.
With the serious economic downturn of the 1890s,
possibilities for expanding the collection became sorely
constrained. The arrival of a 'miracle', however, in the
form of an unanticipated bequest from a wealthy donor
completely transformed the gallery's position. Alfred
Felton's gift - with an equivalent buying power of
$100,000,000 today - meant the NGV was to become
one of the world's great public picture collections. The
then-Director Bernard Hall began to select works which
moved or excited him. One of his first purchases through the
Felton Bequest was C a d e Pissarro's Boulevard Montmartre,
morning, cloudy weather (1897). Hall's insight was remarkable
if we consider that public collections in Britain or France

would not begin to collect works by the Impressionists for
another fikeen years.
Through Felton's gift the N G V was enabled to
collect in full strength throughout the twentieth century,
focusing from the 1920s onwards on early Italian painting
and northern European art, and still buying ambitiously
in the Old Master field until the early 1950s. Acquisitions
made during this period include works by seventeenthcentury Dutch artists Rembrandt, van Dyck and Cuyp, and
eighteenth-century artists Tiepolo, Canaletto, Reynolds
and Gainsborough. Modern additions to the collection
have included consequentialworks by Modigliani, Bacon,
Hockney and Bourgeois.
As the collection has continued to grow - all through the
goodwill of donors and without government assistance - so
have the requirements for housing Melbourne's treasures.
Last year the N G V opened a large, new complex devoted
to the display of Australian collections, and on 4 December
of this year the refurbished S t Kilda Road gallery reopens
as the N G V International. Already, with the loan of major
Impressionist works from the Melbourne collection for
The Allure of Light: Turner to CCzanne, Christchurch
audiences have been given much. Dr Vaughan's lecture
demonstrates that the ripples of generosity continue.

The Carter Group Art Lecture Series is an annual event open to
the public and sponsored by the Carter Group in partnership with
the Christchurch Art Gallery. Ken Hall attended the Lecture on
9July, 2003.
Above: U ~ Y S S ~and
S the Sirens 1891 J.W.Waterhouse (1849-1917, English). Oil
on canvas, 100.0 x 201.7 cm. Purchased 1891. National Gallery of Victoria.
Melbourne
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Cornin! Soon!

The exquisite show that left the art
and fashion worlds breathless in Paris,
New York, Los Angeles and Wellington
is coming to Christchurch!
The Gallery is thrilled to bring the glamorous exhibition
Japonism in Fashion to the South Island, giving visitors
the rare chance to view a spectacular range of Japaneseinspired dresses from some of the world's greatest designers.
Opening to rave reviews around the world, this sensational
show takes a look at how Japanese design has influenced
the world of international fashion.
Japonism in Fashion is an extravaganza of more than
one hundred beautiful garments, fabrics and accessories
by the leading names in fashion over the last 150 years,
including Charles Frederick Worth, Madeleine Vionnet,
Mariano Fortuny, Coco Chanel, Paul Poiret, Christian
Dior, Issey Miyake, Gucci, Jean-Paul Gaultier and Junya
Watanabe for Commes des Garcons.
From the opulent, intricately patterned kimonos
of the Victorian era to sensuous, cutting-edge fashions
from the catwalks of Milan and Paris, Japanese design has
influenced fashion the world over. This show provides an
extraordinary opportunity to trace the path of the West's
ongoing fascination with the East.
Presented by the Gallery in collaboration with the
renown Kyoto Costume Institute, Japonism in Fashion
is a truly stunning exhibition that should not be missed!
laponism in Fashion opens on 12 December in theTouring and Borg Henry Galleries.
The exhibition is developed and toured by the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa
Tongarewa, in associalion with The Kyoto Costume Institute, and supported by The
Japan Foundation.
Diary this event! In associalion wilh the Friends of the Gallery, a lavish Gala
Fundraising Reception is planned for the openins of this fabulous show on the
evening of Thursday, 1 1 December.A glamorous occasion to match the calibre of
the works on display, dress is black tie/formal/kimono.A limited number of tickets
are available for $50 (Friends) and $75 (public). For more information contact the
Friends' office on (03) 941 7356.

Above: Cocktail Dress c. 1958 Christian Dior cocktail dress.Collectionof The Kyoto
Costume Institute. Photo by Richard Haughton

Above: Mini-kimono Autumn/Winter 1994 John Galliano. Collection of The Kyoto
Costume Institute. Photo by Kazumi Kurigami

Facing page: Dress Made From Kimono c. 1870 (detail). Dress made by the Misses
Turner, London, from a Japanese kimono.CollectionofThe Kyoto Costume Institute.
Photo by Richard Haughton

The Art Bites programme is offered every weekday at 12.30
pm and features a twenty-minute floortalk by a range of
afferent speakers on selected works currently exhibited
in the Gallery. For details of art works and speakers please
check the Monthly Programme bookleta available at the
Information Desk in the Foyer.
Two art appreciation courses for secondary school
students and adult beginners are offered in November, and
the latest search and discovery Holiday Quiz for family
groups and children aged 5 t o 14 years is available daily
22 September to 5 October. See our Naeworthv aaae fo
more Enformation.

Margaret Burrdl of the FBRC~Department, University
of Canterbury, will speak on 'The Impact 05 the
Landscape on FrenchArt'. Venue: Philip Carter k m U y
Audhrium, gmund ftom
W&am F W 1 ~bc&kr;C T i n Main will1 demonstrate
,
ths process he uses to prodwe beaWful length$&
screen-printed fabk depicting native plants such 6s
kamkeka a d kowha1. P t m e see the FrienBs pages far
m e details.

Tony Preston, Designer Barbara Lee, Jeweller Koji
Miyazaki and Designer Guy Pask will speak on their
personal concepts of stylevvenue:Philip Carter Family
Auditorium, ground floor.

P
Cmtmporary jazz and experimental music Inspired
by the works d Len Lye. For full details piease check
the Octobw Monthiy Programme booklet.Venue; Philip
Carfer Family Auditorium, ground fbw.

Peter Wangioni, Curator of Works on Paper, will discuss
the Cranleigh Barton Drawing Award 2003. Venue:
Touring Exhibitions Gallery, ground floor.
%@

LW~Ftdm:
A documentary
by Philip Pwrves on the manufactureand construction
of Graham Bennett's sculpture Reasons for Voyaging.
Venue: Philip Carter Famity Auditorium, ground floor.

7

OLN am Frmde' Speaker d the M&h
Leisa &mua is Kaupapa Miori Educator and
Interpreter atthe Gallery. Leisa will talk about her role
and the various programmes provided by the Educatio
~partment.tFenue:Phitip Carter Family Auditorium,
'
ground f b r . Friends $ZOO, public $5.00.

1

P

am
8mSM Flbre artist RobyneVoyce
and mixed media artist Rudolf Boelee invite twenty
Friends of the Gallery to their home and gallery in
central Christchurch. Please see the Friends pages for
more details.

nttngs by NigeS Buxton and Canterbury Opera,
enjoy a recording of Bartokki opera Bluebeard's Castle.
Venue: Philip Carter Family Auditorium, ground floor.

I

2 CHf?JSTCHUF$CH ART CALERY
T h e A r t Event

This annual black-tie event has proven to be a wonderful
success. It is a h social occasion and raises funds for the
acquisition of works for the Gallery. Twenty artists have each
been invited to createa new work, all ofwhich will be available
by ballot on the night with the Iucky winner purchasing the
work for $SOO. Artists contributingtheir works includeNigel
Buxton, Michael Dell and Juliet Collins. The event wiU be
held in the Foyer of the Gdery on Friday, November 21 at
7.00 pm. Tickets are $50. For more information contact the
Friends' office on (03) 9417356.
*Japonism i n FashionlGala Reception

In association with the Friends of the Gallery, a lavish Gala
Fundraising Reception is planned for the opening of the
spectacular fishion extravaganza Japonism in Fashion,
featuring garments by some of the world's greatest fishion
designers, includingCoco Chanel, Gucci and Issey Miyake.

Diary this event now! On the evening of Thursday, 11
December, the gala will be a glamorous occasion to match
the calibre ofthe workson display. Dress is black ae/fbrmal/
kimono, A limited number of tickets are available for $50
[Friends) and $75 (public'). FOPmore iflfortnation contact
the Friends' o&e on (03) 9417356.

f NEnDS
TE PUNA 0 WAIWHETU

J CHNSTCHURCH ART GAALEKY
LocArt

LocArt visits are for Friends only. There is a $5 donation
to cover costs.
Due to increased membership, the booking
fir
- system
.
Friends' events has now changed T o register for an event
(including LocArt) please write to: FOCAG, P O Box 2626
Christchurch, including your name, address and phone
number, and the event and date you wish to attend, along
with any payment, No phone bookings will be accepted
At home with Robyne & Rudolf

Wednesday 17 September, 10.30 a m
Limited to X
I members

Purchased by the Gallery in 2002, the 1996 digital photo
montage The Tynans by mixed media artist Rudolf Boelee
mirrors the philosophies of Boelee and fibre artist Robyne
Voyce, breaking down the distinctions between pop
culture and 'serious' culture. Robyne and Rudolf were
featured in the November 2002 edition of New Zealand
House and Garden, and in April this year on T V One's show
'Home Front'.
Please meet Rebecca Garside outside 414 Gloucester Street
at 10.20 a m on the day.
Tim Main
Wednesday 8 October, 10.30 am
Limited to 20 members

As an art and design student, Tim Main discovered the
timeless quality of the 1860sbotanical designs for the home.
In a similar style, but adding a New Zealand theme, Tim
started to produce lengths of screen-printedfabric depicting
native plants such as harakeke and kowhai. So outstanding
were the results that those who purchased the works were
loathe to cut into the cloth and instead used the lengths for
wall hangings! Tim will demonstrate the process he uses to
produce these attractive fabric designs in his studio.
Please meet Rebecca Garside outside 14Orari Street, Bexley
at 10.20 am on the day.
Art & Architecture:
Luisa Viettoni &Andrew Smithson

Wednesday October 29,10.30 am
Limited to 30 members

Friends are invited to visit the house and garden of architects
Luisa Viettoni and Andrew Smithson, whose art collection
complements distinctive architectural features of their
new home.
Please meet Val Wisely outside 46 Cox Street, Merivale
(behind the mall) at 10.20 am on the day.

New Members
M, Acable, Sue & Philip Alexander, Mark &Valerie Alford, Karl & Marcia Baer,
Val Baker, Dr June Barclay, C. S. Barth, Judy A. Begg,Tony & Cath Best,
Prue Billings & Ben Kennard, Ian Brooker, Carly & Denise Brown, Mary G. Brown,
Trish Brown, Mary Bullock, James &Adrienne Caldwell, Paul &Caroline CameronDaniels, Margaret & Rebecca Campbell, Dr Ian & Marie Catanach, Beatrice Cheer
&Quentin McDonald, Jin-Long Chen &Ping Chang, Peggy Chi Chen, Jan Cherry,
Anna Clemenk, Hester & John Clough, Deirdre &Andrew Collie, Nina Cook,
D. E. Cooper, Mr & Mrs M. N. Cooper, Lesley Corbett, Jean Cowie, Betty Cox &
Ray McCoubrey. Bede & Mary-Anne Cullen, Patricia Dailianis, Sara Daly,
Or Doreen Darnell, Denise Davidson, Denise & Peter Davidson, Mr & Mrs Peter
Davidson, Rob & Jocelyn Davidson, Mr Davies & Mrs Cooper-Davies, Bing & Shona
Dawe,Annebel de Kort,Tom & Julie Devlin, Gretchen Dick, Kim Ding, Joy Dixon,
MrsT. Docherty, Carole Donaldson &Harold Williams, Judy Drummond,
Simon 0. Drysdale, Dolores Dumergue.Thelma Dunstall, Dr Denis & Margit Dutton,
Leona Fay, Philip &Jennifer Fickling, Dianne & Roger France, Gary Franklin &
Elise van Bentem, Michael & Kate French, Guntra &Tony Gardiner,
Alison Grimshaw, Margaret & Peter Grofski, Mrs H. M. Guthrie, Barbara D. Hall,
Joyce Hamilton, John Hannah, Lorraine Harrison, Shirley Harrison,
Margaret Harvey, Sandy & Ketta Hazledine, Dr Rebecca Henderson,Ann Heward,
Antoinette Hobbs, Kristin Hollis,Tracy Holyoake& RobynTowart, Julia Homersham,
Ling Hsu & Michelle Liu, Shirley & Derek Hume, Marie & Reece Huston,
Terri Hvde, Penny lrvine & Bill Hewat, Bettina Jacoby, Ron James,
Christine & ClaireTroon, Ruby John, Dale & Murray Johnson, Di Jones, Kristin
Kearns, Dereley & James Keegan, Janelle Kennedy, Carol Kingsland,William
Patrick Lake, Wamick & Jenny Lancaster,Andrew & Bronwyn Lange, Dora
Langsbury, Rosetti Lee & Daisy Tsou, Renb Lerch, Marlene Levaillant, Michael
Lin,Tiffany Lin Chen, Dayle Mace, Mary &Adrian Mack, Gwen Macready, Selene
Manning,Jan McAllum, Roger McArthur, Catherine & Dougal McClean, Deirdre
McDonald,Andrea McDonough, Pauline & Stuart McGeorge, John & Paulina
McGrath, Bob & Barbara Mclntosh, John McKelvey, Marlene McLaren, Lesley
McLellan, Jocelyn McWhannell, Margaret Menzies, Dr Glen Metcalf, Barbara
Mitchell, Denise Morales,Tony Morrell & Denise Stevenson,Trevor Morris,
Stephen Murray, Jillian &Neville Newbold, Mrs Ruth Nicholas,John & Anne
O'Brien, Richard Oram, Anna Orr, Maria J. Park,Tatjana Parsons, Catherine
Pascoe, Jane Patterson, Jane Pearce & Colin Nicholson, Pauline Pease, Olga
Petkw, Jenny Pinney, Jean K. Pollard, Jenepher & Murray Press, Gerda Pritchard,
John &Annie PryorJnn Quin, Lynda Raina& Sharron McKenzie, Joan K. Rendall.
Dr Laurie &Nan Richards, Ann Richardson, Heidi Rixecker,A. Robertson &T.
Doody,Warren Robertson, Brian & Loriellean Rolf, Penny & Michael Sellers,Trish
Shaw, Paul Sheehan,Alice & Glen Sillifant,Tony & Jocelyn Sleigh, Mary Smit,
Chris &John Smilh,Trish Smith, D. L. & M. D. Snelling, Norah & Graeme Southorn,
Janet M. Spence,Tim Stanton, Gloria Stewarl, Gabrielle Still, Diana Sullivan, K.&
M.Tarr, Jill Tetley, 0. S. & EThomas, Mr & Mrs G. B.Thompson, MalcolmThornton
&Sue Lazar, Anna Thorpe, Rose Timlin, Peg Tocker, Jan Tolmie, J.T.Turner, Lynne
& BruceTumer, Roger & SherynTurner, Suzanne & GeoffreyTurner, Wayne Turp &
Ann Smith, Mark van Roosmalen, Steve & Helen Wakefield,Amber Walker,
Catherine-Ann Walsh, Shang-hui Wang, DoucelineWardle,
James Watt, M n J. R. West, Shan White & David Welch, Kate Whitehead,
Jacqui Wilkinson, Joy Williams, Chrystal Witte, Kathy Woodward, Joanna Wright,
Andrew & LoisYoung

Life Members
Janet & C. D.Abbott, Bruce Finnerty & Halina Ogonowska-Coates. H.T. Francis,
Dr Alex Fu & Mrs Lina Ma, Norman & Enid Hardie, Charlene Kelly & Peter Scott,
Chun-yi Lee & Fang Yu Lee, Keath Lee, Margaret &Tony Lee, Sandy Liao &
Chun-hsien Lee,Vivienne Ni, Li-Ling Shih, Hamish & GillyTaylor, Rae West &
Martin Hamer, Joan Woodgate,Amy Wu

In Memory of Robert Frwin
(1932-2003)

Portrait Of Robert Emin 1953 Rita Angus. Oil on canvas. Collectionof the ChristchurchArt Gallery,
Lawrence Baigent IRobert Erwin Bequest, NX)3

The Christchurch Art Gallery T e Puna o Waiwhetu
lost a treasured supporter when Robert (Ropata) Erwin
died in Christchurch on his 72nd birthday, 8 July. His
keen interest in culture, particularly the visual arts, art
history, architecture, literature and music, made him an
ideal and extremely knowledgeable first president of the
Friends of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery, a position
he held from 1982 to 1986.
Born and educated in Christchurch, he completed a
Master of Arts in 1961. H e was employed at the University
of Canterbury library from 1952, initially as a science
librarian, and in 1972 he became reference librarian until
his retirement in 1993. During these years he is fondly
remembered by numerous students and colleaguesfor being
helpful and extremely thorough. H e was also employed
as a part-time lecturer in the art history department. In
later years he took a keen interest in the development of
the Macrnillan Brown Library and later the Macrnillan
Brown Centre for Pacific Studies.
Other interests included travel, horriculture,gardening,
food and singing. In later life he connected with his Msori
heritage, becoming kaurnatuafor the South Island members
of his North Island iwi, Ngati Awa, H e was a very active
member of the St Luke's Anglican Church and a member of
the Third Order of Saint Francis, the Anglican Franciscan
organisation.
In February this year Robert spoke at the opening
of the exhibition Rita Angus and Leo Bensemann: the

Cambridge Terrace Years at the Canterbury Museum.
Although unwell, his eloquent delivery and rich insight
into the lives of Rita and Leo, as well as his life-long partner
LawrenceBaigent, in the late thirties and early fbrties made
for persuasive Listening, After traveling to several venues
around the country Robert was delighted this collection
of paintings and drawings was finally shown in the city
where they originated
With failing health Robert was determined to be present
at the Friends' fwlction for the new Gallery in May. With
the assistance of his dear friend Barbara McCartney he
attended in a wheelchair, Greeted by many Friends, he was
enthusiastic not only to view the longawaitedW.A. Sutton:
A Retrospective, but also to marvel at the architecture,
particularly the high-vaulted atrium foyer.
Robert will not only be remembered for his intelligence,
warmth and sense of fun but also for a very significant
bequest to the Christchurch Art Gallery. Among the
numerous treasures collected by both him and his partner
Lawrence were many art works by noted New Zealand
artists, mostly painted by friends.
Included in the bequest are several paintings by Rita
Angus and Leo Bensemann (some dating fiom the rhirties),
Doris Lusk and Olivia Spencer Bower. A handsome
collection of glass including several exquisite examples
of German Biedermeyer - was also generously gified from
the estate of Robert and Lawrence to enrich a neighbouring
Christchurch collection, the Canterbury Museum.
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SPECTRUM
- PRACTISING
THE ART OF PRINTING
PRIDEIN PRINTGOLD MEDAL WINNERS
1993, 1995, 1996, 1997, 2000
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Open loam - 5pm daily, late night every Wednesday until 9pm
Cnr Worcester Boulevard & Montreal Street, PO Box 2626
Christchurch, New Zcaland
Tel: (+64 3) 941 7300, Fax: (+64 3) 941 7301
Email: info@christchurchartgallery.org.nz
www.christchurchartgallery.org.nz
Gallery Shop tel: (+64 3) 941 7388
Form Gallery tel: (+64 3) 377 1211
Alchemy Cafe &Wine Bar tel: (+64 3) 941 7311
Education Booking Line tel: (+64 3) 941 8101
Art Gallery Carpark tel: (+64 3) 941 7350
Friends of the Christchurch Art Gallery tel: (+64 3) 941 7356
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